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Year 4
Summer: Ancient Greeks

History
What can excavations tell us 

about early Greece?
What was life like in early 

Greece?
How did the Minoans trade in 

early Greece?
What was life like in Athens and 

Sparta?
How did the city-states 

overcome the Persian invasion?

History
What was life like in the city-

states after the Persians 
retreated?

How did King Philip ll grow the 
Macedon Empire?

Who was Alexander the Great 
and what made him a 

significant leader?

Reflecting on life in ancient Greece, the 
achievements made in ancient Greece 

and their influence on the western 
world.

Geography
Where is Greece in the world?

What are the main physical and 
human characteristics of 

Greece?
What can the remains of 

ancient Greece teach us about 
their lifestyle?

Reflecting on the changes and 
developments made to ancient Greek 

lifestyle.

Science
How does electricity flow 

around a circuit?
How can the environment 
effect different groups of 

animals?
How does sound travel?

Reflecting and examining on how 
science and scientists are 

important to understanding 
human impact on our planet .



Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
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Place Value

Addition & Subtraction,

Area

Multiplication & Division 
(A)

Multiplication & Division 
(B)

Length & Perimeter

Fractions

Decimals (A)

Decimals (B)

Money

Time

Shape

Statistics

Position & Direction
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Aaron Becker – Journey
Direct Speech

Setting Description
Narrative

The Wishgranter
Character Descriptions

Monologues
Narrative

Christina Balit – Escape From Pompeii
Setting Description

Diary Entry
Newspaper Reports

Narrative

Joshua Seigal – I Don’t Like Poetry
Poetry

Explanation

Mythical Magic
Narrative – Myths

Maz Evans – Who Let The Gods Out?
Instructions

Information Text
Persuasive Writing

Sc
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Animals Including Humans

What if we didn’t look
after our teeth?

What does our body
‘do’ with our food and
how is food and drink

‘used’?

Are there healthy and
unhealthy foods?

States of Matter

How can we classify
different materials?

How do materials
change state?

Why does it rain, hail,
sleet and snow?

Rocks & Soils

What is in soil?

What is beneath the
Earth’s soil?

How are rocks
formed and how do

the differing
properties of rocks

compare?

What is a fossil?

Electricity

How do we use
electricity?

What are the basic
parts of a simple
series electrical

circuit?

What are conductors
and insulators and are
they important to our

everyday life?

Living Things & Their 
Habitats

How can classification
keys help us to group,

classify and name
living things?

Which living things
live in our local area?

How does a changing
environment impact

living things?

Sound

How is sound ‘made’
and how do we hear

sound?

What patterns can we
find linked to pitch and
volume of sounds that

are made?

What effect does
distance have on sound?



Design Technology
Simple Circuits & Switches

What different materials are needed to make an 
efficient torch.

How can I make an effective switch?
How can I ensure my product is safe?
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Physical Education
S1: Athletics & Gym    S2: Tennis & Dance

How can I combine movements and stay in time 
with others?

How can I develop my technique to increase speed 
and distance?

How can I use shapes in balances with control on 
apparatus and with others?

Computing
Branching Databases & Programming

What is a branching database?
How do branching databases use yes/no questions 

to make decisions?
How do we debug a branching database?
How can I use a micro:bit to collect data?

Summer
2023-2024

PE Days: Monday & Wednesday

Homework: Given out and collected 
on Friday.

Spelling Test: Friday 

Library: Tuesday

PSHE
Health & Wellbeing

Why is it important to look after our bodies and 
teeth?

How does puberty effect our bodies?
Are all drugs bad?

Spanish
Clothes, Colours & Festivals

How do we say different items of clothing in 
Spanish?

How do we describe our clothing?
How can I give my opinions about an outfit in 

Spanish?
What festivals are celebrated in Spain?

Religious Education
Right & Wrong

How are people inspired by religion?
What can we learn from religions about what is right 

or wrong?
How did the ancient Greek justice system compare 

to religious teachings of right and wrong?


